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Knives just got out of prison, and he doesn't know he's a wolf.Knives is an orphan. He grew up

rough, never feeling like he fit in. He fell in with a bad crowd and everything went downhill from

there. When a strange man starts asking him questions he doesn't understand, but promises him

answers, he follows him to this strange group that might be a cult. Suddenly, he's rooming with a

sexy guy named Tanner, who has been assigned to guide him. Until Tanner, he liked his sex like he

liked his jobs: quick and dirty. But Tanner calls something more from him, even if he's full of crazy

talk about wolves and true mates.Tanner didn't expect Knives, and he's not what he dreamed of...

he's more.Tanner has a good life as an omega of the Maple Ridge Pack, but he's dreamed of the

day when he would find an alpha to suit him and being making a life and a family together. Knives

isn't anything like what he expected, but Tanner knows immediately that he's found his true mate.

Tanner's connections run deep in Maple Ridge, but he already knows that no matter where Knives

goes, he will follow.Before Knives can unlock who he truly is, he has to accept that all the crazy

things he's being told are true and submit to the Maple Ridge Alpha, or he'll forever be the lonely

outsider.The Orphan and the Omega is a 29,000 word novella about trust, true love, and finding a

family for the first time.
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Excellent start for what I hope is a new series. Yeah it's instant love but I like the characters and I

like this pack situation.

I enjoyed the sweetness of this book and liked the process of Knives learning about being a

wolf--he's just sure Tanner is crazy or it's just some weird cult. Unlike most books, the authors give

us a clever reason why Tanner can't just change and demonstrate the fact of shifters to him! I'm a

sucker for the true/fated mates stories and sweet mpreg tales so this was really satisfying. The short

length makes it good for an "in between book" when you want something fluffy and easy between

more meaty reads. The thing that kept me from rating it higher was the atrocious lack of

proofing/editing. This is a book written by three authors, surely they could get the spelling and

character names right? This is a common problem with these authors' work and it is very frustrating.

It was enough to keep pulling me out of the story. I like the works enough to read more, mainly

because I can get them through KU. So if you are looking for a cute story with some raciness and

don't mind putting up with a lot of errors then this is a story you'll enjoy.

The orphan and the OmegaThis book was smoking! I loved this new take on shifter packs and

appreciated the way the author took the time to deliver new information throughout the book instead

of one big glob in the beginning!I liked both the characters and enjoyed the story of Alain and his

mate. I look forward to reading the next in the series! Maybe some jealousy from Jace if he gets his

own book, that can't feel good knowing his dad didn't truly loved his father and kept him on the road

all this time looking for his child with his fated mate's. Not that what Alain did was wrong but I'm sure

as a son there has to be a bitterness to that!

This was a sweet, quick read about my current favorite trope, mpreg. This is really well done for a

short book; I know lots of folks don't like instalove, but not me. Give me the soul mates! I like to

believe the "one" is out there for all of us. Tanner is so sweet and trusting, almost too trusting of an

ex-con. But he trusts in his true mate and dives right in. Knives isn't a bad person, just rudderless

without a pack and home. I like how his first change happened, nobody is perfect the first time with

anything. A really good book that left me wanting to see more of the couple.



This was such a refreshing story. We witness an Alpha that has no idea that he's a werewolf (the

orphan). He had a tough life and his decisions made him a criminal in the human world.We also

meet his cute Omega, with his undying love and compassion changes the heart of his Alpha little by

little.The love between them is adorable and passionate.And I really loved the world where these

characters live. It's full of mysteries and unanswered questions. I'm dying to read the rest of the

series.I received a free copy for an honest review.

THE ORPHAN & THE OMEGA is the first book in the MAPLE RIDGE WOLVES series written by a

trio of authors with the pen name of Harper B. Cole. This first story was enjoyable even though it did

lack some details and depth. Overall, the storyline contained some interesting originality and

provided several possible foreshadowing hints that have left me curious about what the future may

hold for current and future members of the Maple Ridge Pack. I'm looking forward to reading Book 2

when it becomes available.

I absolutely loved this book. Great storyline that pulled me in right from the beginning and kept me

hooked all the way through to the end. Tanner and Knives are wonderful characters that I fell in love

with and they have incredible chemistry. I love how Tanner helps Knives discover who he really is

and is very supportive, not pushy. It's a great quick, sweet and romantic book you don't want to

miss!I voluntarily reviewed an advanced reader copy of this book.

I really enjoyed this story and the world that the wolves live in. The story is about the Omega named

Tanner and an alpha named Knvives. The only catch is the alpha doesn't really know he is alpha. I

enjoyed reading the sort thought it was very well written. He has an happy ending and a complete

ending with clues and character introduction for upcoming books.
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